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SPGS professor Kenneth Abbott as been appointed the Karl Deutsch Visiting Professor at
the WZB in Berlin next year. The WZB has a research group on global governance, which
is starting a project on conflicts and other interactions among international institutions.
That project will involve lawyers as well as international relations scholars.
SPGS professor Paul Lewis was recently quoted in an article in The Atlantic titled:
"Atlanta's Controversial 'Cityhood' Movement"
SPGS professor Sheldon Simon has an article schedule for publication in the May issue of
Comparative Connections titled "US-Southeast Asian Relations: Mixed Messages".
SPGS grad and now PhD student at CEU was recently quoted in The New York Times
article: "At Hungary's Soros-Backed University, Scholars Feel a Chill".

SPGS is proud to announce that Politics Science major Jorge Coss Ortega will be receiving a

Dean's Medal from ASU's College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
"Jorge embodies the core tenets of the school insofar as his academic work and personal life
engages political phenomena within social contexts," said Richard Herrera, associate director of
the School of Politics and Global Studies. "He is the total package, and we are proud to have
him represent the school."
Read more.

Jennifer Kahn is graduating this May with a degree in political science as part of ASU's 4+1
program. She was recently awarded the Warren E. Miller Research Paper Award from the
School of Politics and Global Studies for her master's thesis.
"I was interested in this research because I enjoy reading research on the gender differences in
legislative and executive campaigns, but realized there was very little research done on the
judiciary, so I decided to combine my interest in law with my interest in gender differences and
conduct this study."
Read more.

Erin Schulte is graduating with a degree in global studies from the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and honors from Barrett, The Honors College. Highlighted in an interview with ASU
Now, Schulte talks about her time at ASU and her plans after graduation. Read here.

ASU's College of Liberal Arts and Sciences has recognized Charles Ripley with the Outstanding
Lecturer Award for 2017.
"Ripley has not only given me an unparalleled drive to understand different research and
theories, but he has pushed me to understand that I have the capability to implement what I have
learned in the real world and as a career." said Destinee Sior, a global studies major. "He is one
of the most influential professors I have ever had the chance of meeting."
Read more.
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